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INTRODUCTION
Despite the DSM-5 suggesting insomnia in its acute or short-

term form (i.e. meeting full criteria for Insomnia Disorder but 
with duration less than three months) may still warrant clin-
ical attention, little is actually known about the early phase 
of insomnia. Understanding the full course of insomnia is not 
only important to the arena of preventative sleep medicine but 
is underscored by accumulating evidence suggesting insomnia, 
in its chronic form, is a risk factor for a range of psychiatric 
and physical morbidities.1-5 The most compelling case for 
insomnia being a risk factor for future morbidity is with regard 
to Major Depression.6-10 It has been shown that insomnia often 
precedes the onset of depression11 is present throughout its 
developmental course,12 and treating insomnia in those with 
depression results in a reduction in depressive symptoms.13 To 
that end, a recent meta-analysis suggests that chronic insomnia 
confers a two-fold risk for developing depression.14 What is 
unknown, however, is where this increased risk for depression 
occurs in the natural history of insomnia, as all the aforemen-
tioned studies have examined this link within the timeframe 
of chronic insomnia.
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While a wealth of theoretical perspectives and cross-sectional 
studies exist on the topic of the natural history of insomnia, 
there are only a handful of prospective longitudinal studies 
that provide data on this subject.15-21 The primary limitations 
of these seminal studies pertain to (1) the clear delineation of 
what constitutes acute insomnia, (2) whether the index episode 
represents a first-onset or recurrence of insomnia, (3) the mode 
of assessment used (in most cases non-standard instruments 
and often single-item questions), (4) the timeframes used for 
assessments (in most cases either at annual or bi-annual inter-
vals), and (5) the lack of objective sleep measures like poly-
somnography. For example, with regard to the timeframes 
between assessments, one study retrospectively assessed 
insomnia symptoms at six time points, the shortest follow-up 
being 2 years,15,18 one retrospectively assessed once at 5 years,20 
and two others17,21 annually; one for 3 consecutive years and the 
other at one time point. As such, it would be difficult to reliably 
track the transitions between normal sleep, acute insomnia, 
and chronic insomnia, based upon the time between accounts, 
while also relying heavily on memory. Furthermore, differing 
criteria have been used in each study to define episodes of 
both acute (poor sleep/brief insomnia) and chronic insomnia 
(ranging between ≥ 1 month to ≥ 1 year), making definitive 
conclusions about the transition to chronic insomnia difficult. 
Interestingly, the only study with a follow-up period that could 
track the progression from acute insomnia to chronic insomnia 
as it occurred (3 months) found that rates of chronic insomnia, 
in a sample of hospitalized individuals, almost doubled over the 
period, from 10% to 19%,16 suggesting a 3-month incidence rate 
of approximately 9%. Moreover, these figures fit with the only 
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epidemiological study that uses the DSM-5-defined criteria for 
acute insomnia (i.e., a 9.15% incidence over 3 months).22

From a theoretical standpoint, the most well-established 
conceptualization of the pathogenesis of insomnia comes from 
Spielman and colleagues.23-25 Spielman’s model suggests that 
predispositional characteristics exist making some individuals 
more prone to insomnia than others. These characteristics, in 
combination with precipitating events, such as life stressors 
that may be biopsychosocial in nature, serve to initiate an acute 
episode of insomnia. An acute episode, in turn, may resolve, 
in tandem with the precipitating event, or evolve into chronic 
insomnia. The evolution to chronic insomnia is thought to be 
largely, if not wholly, mediated by perpetuating factors that are 
behavioral in nature, relating to how the individual manages 
their insomnia. As such, the initiation of insomnia and its acute 
phase is thought to occur in response to life-event stress. This 
viewpoint, although adopted in several subsequent models of 
insomnia,26-29 and having received some support,30-32 appears 
to be more complex than a simple stress-diathesis model. 
In essence, it may not be the life event per se that drives the 
insomnia, but the ability to manage the stress.33-36 Therefore, a 
potentially better indicator of the precipitating dimension of the 
Spielman model may well be the perception of stress as opposed 
to the number of stressful life-events experienced. Moreover, 
to date there has been no examination of the Spielman model 
in terms of whether the circumstances surrounding the precipi-
tating event (e.g., the severity of either the stressor or the initial 
sleep disruption) influence whether an individual will transition 
from acute or short-term insomnia to chronic insomnia.

From an empirical standpoint, the most comprehensive 
study of the natural history of insomnia comes from Morin and 
colleagues.21,37,38 Here the emphasis was placed on changes over 
time in the number of reported symptoms (i.e., characterizing 
subjects over time as syndromal or subsyndromal for insomnia). 
Among the major findings from this programme of work are: (1) 
subsyndromal insomnia may persist for years and not progress 
to a full syndrome; (2) about 34% of subjects with subsyndromal 
or syndromal insomnia will exhibit full remission within 2 years; 
and (3) once syndromal, the insomnia tends to be persistent, 
with 70% of subjects remaining ill within 2 years. Because this 
approach does not embrace the concepts of acute and chronic 
insomnia, however, it does not allow, by design, a systematic 
study of how the individual transitions between these disease 
stages. Finally, only one study to date has incorporated polysom-
nography (PSG) into a natural history study.19 A single-night of 
PSG, at baseline revealed sleep latency as the only “biological” 
marker of the transition from “poor sleep” to chronic insomnia 
over a single follow-up period of, on average, seven and a half 
years. However, as the sample also included those with existing 
physical and psychiatric morbidities, including depression, 
at baseline and did not account for whether this was the first 
episode or a recurrent episode of insomnia, it would be difficult 
to determine whether this finding relates to other comorbidi-
ties, the current episode of insomnia, or previous exposure(s) 
to insomnia. Further, as life-event stress or perceived stress was 
not assessed, their contribution to the development of insomnia 
in this population remains unknown.

The aims of the present study were to: (1) assess whether 
individuals with acute insomnia exhibit more life events and/

or greater perceived stress, anxiety, and depression than normal 
sleepers; (2) evaluate how subjective and objective sleep conti-
nuity varies between normal sleepers and those with acute 
insomnia; (3) determine if and how sleep architecture differs 
between normal sleepers and individuals with acute insomnia; 
(4) delineate whether subjects who exhibit a remission from 
insomnia differ from those that develop chronic insomnia on 
the above measures at baseline; and (5) evaluate first-onset 
cases of depression and how these occur in association with 
normal sleep, remitted insomnia, and chronic insomnia. In 
line with Spielman, it was hypothesized that those with acute 
insomnia would report significantly more stressful life events, 
score higher on perceived stress, and poorer on measures of 
mood than their normally sleeping counterparts. Further, those 
with acute insomnia would report subjectively and demonstrate 
objectively poorer sleep than normal sleepers. Finally, based 
on accumulating data that insomnia is a risk factor for depres-
sion, it was hypothesized that there would be significantly 
more “cases” of first-onset depression in those who went on 
to develop chronic insomnia compared to those who either 
remitted from their insomnia or remained normal sleepers. Due 
to a lack of prior evidence, there were no specific hypotheses 
in relation to which baseline characteristics (stress, mood, or 
sleep) would differentiate between those who would go on to 
develop chronic insomnia compared to those who would remit.

METHODS

Recruitment and Procedure
Prospective subjects were recruited, as part of a larger study, 

from a regional media campaign, which included a television 
interview on the evening news with the PI of the study (JGE) 
and several local newspaper articles about insomnia. The tele-
vision segment and newspaper articles specifically asked for 
volunteers to take part in a study on insomnia and provided 
contact details.

Potential subjects were contacted for an initial clinical inter-
view by telephone to determine eligibility for the larger study. 
The clinical interview began with a brief description of the 
study including the time commitment required (up to 25 min). 
Interested individuals provided informed consent and began the 
interview with 5 questions allowing for the diagnosis of Insomnia 
Disorder, as defined by DSM-5 criteria.39 This included 2 ques-
tions regarding (a) the individual’s principal sleep complaint 
of dissatisfaction with their sleep, and (b) whether this was a 
complaint of initial, middle, and/or late insomnia; one question 
regarding sleep opportunity to establish adequate opportunity 
for sleep; one question regarding insomnia frequency (3 nights 
per week minimum); and one question regarding the impact 
of insomnia on daytime functioning. Additional prompts 
were used, where necessary, to arrive at definitive responses 
to each question (e.g., a list of markers of distress or impair-
ment including memory impairments, concentration difficul-
ties, fatigue, daytime sleepiness, distress, irritability, impaired 
occupational or psychosocial functioning, were provided if the 
subject was unsure whether their insomnia resulted in daytime 
dysfunction). Next, individuals were further screened for other 
intrinsic sleep disorders including narcolepsy, sleep related 
breathing disorders, parasomnias, circadian rhythm disorders, 
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and restless legs syndrome and periodic limb movement 
disorder, as well as medical and psychiatric histories using 
DSM-IV-TR definitions.

If subjects did not meet criteria for insomnia (specifically, 
they had to report being satisfied with their sleep and no current 
difficulty in initiating sleep, maintaining sleep, or waking too 
early in the morning) or any other sleep disorder, they were 
classified as normal sleepers. If subjects met DSM-5 criteria for 
insomnia, a sixth question was asked “…for how long has this 
(the sleep problem) been going on?” This was to differentiate 
acute insomnia (meeting DSM-5 criteria for Insomnia Disorder 
but for a duration between 3 days and 3 months) from chronic 
insomnia (meeting DSM-5 criteria for Insomnia Disorder, 
including the duration threshold > 3 months).39,40 If a subject 
met the criteria for chronic insomnia, at this point they were 
thanked for their time and the interview was terminated. If the 
subject met the criteria for normal sleep or acute insomnia, they 
were asked if they had a history of acute or chronic insomnia. 
Finally, all subjects with acute insomnia and normal sleepers 
were asked if they would like to take part in further follow-up 
surveys about their sleep.

Those who completed the interview and agreed to take part 
in the follow-up surveys were sent login details for an online 
survey, or were mailed a paper copy of the survey the day 
following their telephone interview (baseline assessment). 
The survey contained a repetition of the telephone queries and 
additional information pertaining to sleep quality, quantity, 
timing and the subtype and severity of insomnia. Moreover, 
a series of standard measures were provided including instru-
ments assessing life stress events, perceived stress, mood, 
and prospectively sampled sleep continuity using daily sleep 
diaries. Follow-up surveys, composed of the same measures, 
were generated and delivered to subjects at 1 month, 3 months, 
and 6 months following the baseline assessment. To ensure 
recurrent episodes of acute insomnia were not mistaken for 
the diagnosis of chronic insomnia at follow-up points, subjects 
were also asked in each survey whether there sleep had changed 
since the last assessment. This was corroborated with the 
response provided to item 6 from the central/core questionnaire 
which asked ‘‘…for how long has this (the sleep problem) been 
going on?” in each survey.

If at the end of the initial telephone interview a potential 
subject met the criteria for the main study (i.e., an individual 
with acute insomnia or a normal sleeper) and; (a) lived within 
the Greater Glasgow and Clyde region of Scotland; (b) reported 
no prior history of a sleep problem (including insomnia), psychi-
atric illness (including depression), head injury, or chronic 
medical condition; and (c) they had not sought help or were on 
medication for insomnia, they were asked if they would like to 
take part in the in-lab component of the present study (a PSG 
study of the subject’s sleep). If interested, subjects were asked 
to attend a briefing meeting at the University of Glasgow Sleep 
Centre. The briefing meeting was scheduled approximately 
15 days prior to the first scheduled overnight (Visit 1 = Day 
15) and consisted of completing informed consent for the over-
nights and to deliver their completed baseline assessment pack.

As can be seen in Figure 1, 530 telephone screening inter-
views were conducted; 291 individuals were excluded based 
on meeting criteria for chronic insomnia. Of the remaining 

239 respondents, 170 were designated as normal sleepers 
(NS) and 69 as individuals with acute insomnia (AI). Of those, 
86 met the additional inclusion criteria for the in-lab study and 
were asked to participate: 68 were enrolled, and 54 subjects 
completed the present study (21 normal sleepers and 33 subjects 
with acute insomnia). There were no differences in attri-
tion between normal sleepers and those with acute insomnia 
between being asked to take part in the PSG assessment and 
completion of the study (Χ2(1) = 1.04, P = 0.31).

Subjects spent 2 consecutive nights in the sleep center 
undergoing PSG study of their sleep. Subjects were instructed 
to refrain from alcohol, drugs, excessive caffeine and nicotine 
before arriving at the sleep laboratory at around 8:00 pm each 
night for study preparation (e.g. electrode placement, bio-cali-
brations). Bedtime was determined according to sleep diary 
reported bedtime. Total recording period was for ≥ 8 h for all 
subjects, although time out of bed in the morning was recorded 
and subjects could leave the bedroom during the remainder of 
the recording period (ambulatory PSG). The PSG data from the 
screening/adaptation first night was examined the next morning 
to confirm the absence of other comorbid sleep disorders using 
the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) scoring 
criteria.41 All subjects completed a sleep diary upon awak-
ening. After electrode removal, subjects were free to leave and 
continue their day, as usual. For all in-lab meetings and assess-
ments subjects were provided taxis to and from the laboratory. 
Subjects received an honorarium of £80 for their participation.

The central and supplementary questions from the follow-up 
surveys, including the question about sleep changes since the last 
assessment, were used to determine sleep status at the 3-month 
point. Subjects who met all the DSM-5 criteria at the 3-month 
point and had not remitted between time points were classified as 
people with chronic insomnia. People who at baseline had acute 
insomnia but no longer met DSM-5 criteria at either 1 month 
or 3 months (i.e., they had to report being satisfied with their 
sleep and no current difficulty in initiating sleep, maintaining 
sleep, or waking too early in the morning) were classified as 
natural remitters. Finally, those who reported normal sleep at 
baseline and continued to report normal sleep at 1 month and 
3 months (i.e., they had to report being satisfied with their sleep 
and no current difficulty in initiating sleep, maintaining sleep, 
or waking too early in the morning) were classified as normal 
sleepers. The protocol for both the survey and in-lab study 
received ethics approval from the University of Glasgow Ethics 
Committee and the National Health Service, and conformed to 
the Declaration of Helsinki’s ethical principles.

Measures

Psychological Self-Report Measures
The Social Readjustment Rating Scale: SRRS42 measures 

the number of major life events experienced over the previous 
12 months. Each of 42 events provided is weighted by impact 
(e.g., 100 points for death of a spouse vs. 11 for minor viola-
tion of the law), and the sum of each weighting is calculated. 
Scores between 0-149 are generally considered to confer a 
low susceptibility to stress-related illness, 150-299 a medium 
susceptibility, and 300 points or more a high susceptibility to 
stress-related illness.
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The Perceived Stress Scale: PSS43 is a 14-item scale 
measuring individuals’ appraisal of levels of stress over the past 
month. Responses to each item are scored on a 5-point Likert-
type scale (0-4), and scores range between 0 and 56, with higher 
scores indicating higher levels of perceived stress.

The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale: HADS44 is a 
14-item scale that measures symptoms of depression and anxiety 
in clinical and nonclinical populations (7 depression items and 
7 anxiety items). Each item is rated on a 4-point Likert-type 
scale (0-3) and scores range from 0-21 for each subscale. It is 
generally considered that scores ≥ 11 are indicative of a “case” 
of depression and/or anxiety in a general population sample.45

Measures of Sleep
Subjective Sleep: A standard sleep diary46 was used to derive 

core measures of subjective sleep continuity (time in bed [TIB], 
sleep latency [SL], wake after sleep onset [WASO], number of 
awakenings [NWAK], total sleep time [TST], and to calculate 
sleep efficiency [SE]) over a period ≥ 7 continuous days to a 
maximum of 14 days. Subjects were instructed to complete the 
diary each morning upon waking. Mean values were derived 
for each variable based upon the number of nights completed 
(mean continuous completion 13.37 ± 1.39 days).

Objective Sleep: Polysomnography (PSG) was carried out 
over 2 consecutive nights and was recorded on a 33-channel 

SomnoScreen plus (S-Med, Birmingham, UK). The first night 
served as a screening/adaptation night and consisted of an 
extended EEG montage (including C3-A2; C4-A1), submental 
and anterior tibialis electromyograms (EMG), bilateral elec-
trooculogram (EOG), heart rate, thoracic and abdominal respi-
ratory effort, airflow (by nasal-oral thermocouple and nasal 
thermistor), and oxygen saturation via finger pulse oximetry. 
The second night of PSG (used for the between group assess-
ment) was a reduced montage and consisted of the same EEGs, 
EMG (submental only), EOG, and heart rate measurements. On 
both nights, percentages of and latency to each stage of sleep 
(Wake, N1, N2, N3, and REM) as well as clinical measure of 
SL, WASO, NWAK, TST, and TIB were documented. Sleep 
efficiency (SE) scores were derived by dividing total TST by 
TIB and multiplying by 100 to achieve a percentage.

Blinding Procedures and Data Analysis
PSG data were blind scored, using AASM criteria,41 inde-

pendently by a RPSGT qualified technician from another labo-
ratory to ensure no experimenter bias. Identifying information 
was removed prior to electronic transfer and scorers were 
unaware of group assignments. A random sample (50%) of the 
PSG data was later scored by the corresponding author (JGE) 
to corroborate the scoring. Group differences were examined 
using χ2 analyses for dichotomous data and independent t-tests 

Figure 1

Screening Interviews (N = 530)  
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NS Completed PSG 
 N = 21
 

Exclusion Criteria 
• Geographically out of area 
• (NS = 74 / AI = 9)  

 
• Taking sleep meds or getting 
• help  for sleep (NS = 6 / AI = 3) 
• Previous history of sleep 
• problem (N = 34 / AI = 6) 
• History of psychiatric or chronic 
• medical illness (NS = 15 / AI = 6) 

  

Loss of Data 
 • Less than 7 days diary or 

• actigraphy (NS = 3 / AI = 1)
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• (NS = 3 / AI = 4)  
 

• Did not complete 3 month follow 
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Inclusion Criteria   DSM-5 Criteria (Insomnia Disorder)
 • A principle dissatisfaction with sleep (principle 

• complaint)
 • Reported difficulty in initiating sleep / maintaining 

• sleep, or early morning awakening despite adequate 
• opportunity  
• Problem 3 or more nights per week  
• Reports of at least one daytime dysfunction  
• Length of insomnia (under three months for acute 
• insomnia over three months for chronic insomnia)  Normal Sleeper

 • Does not meet DSM-5 criteria for insomnia
 • Satisfied with sleep  • No reports of difficulty in initiating sleep / 

• maintaining sleep, or early morning awakening  
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(2 groups) or ANOVAs (3 groups) with post 
hoc Scheffe tests for continuous data. For all 
analyses a significance level of P < 0.05 was 
chosen. Missing data were treated by mean 
substitution when < 5% of that scale or 
measure was missing. More than 5% of data 
missing from a measure resulted in casewise 
deletion. Percentages and percentage differ-
ences are reported for clinical caseness. For the 
present analysis, data on sleep (acute insomnia 
or normal sleeper) stress and mood (life events, 
perceived stress, anxiety, and depression) at 
baseline are reported first. Then, data on sleep 
status (normal sleeper, individual with chronic 
insomnia, or natural remitter) and levels of 
depression derived from the 3-month follow-
up survey are reported.

RESULTS

Final Sample Composition
The final sample consisted of 18 males and 

36 females. As a history of a psychiatric illness 
or insomnia was exclusion criteria, neither 
group had a current or a past history of depres-
sion or a past history of insomnia. The mean 
age of the sample was 33.4 ± 12.8. There were 
no significant between group differences in age 
(P = 0.77) or gender (P = 0.55) (Table 1). Addi-
tionally, none of the subjects had an apnea-
hypopnea index ≥ 15, ruling out sleep apnea. 
Similarly, none of the subjects met AASM 
criteria for an objective diagnosis of periodic 
limb movement disorder, bruxism, or an under-
lying parasomnia.

Baseline Profiles of Normal Sleepers vs. 
those with Acute Insomnia (Stress and Mood 
Measures)

As expected, normal sleepers and those with 
acute insomnia differed on all the stress and 
mood measures; Social Readjustment Rating 
Scale Scores (P < 0.005), Perceived Stress 
Scale Scores (P < 0.012), and both anxiety 
(P < 0.001) and depression scores (P < 0.001). 
In each case, those with acute insomnia 
reported higher stress and poorer mood than 
normal sleepers.

Sleep Profiles in Normal Sleepers vs. those with 
Acute Insomnia

The next analysis examined sleep continuity variables from 
the sleep diaries. As expected, normal sleepers and those with 
acute insomnia differed in terms of SL (P < 0.005), WASO 
(P < 0.037), TST (P < 0.001), and SE (P < 0.005). The groups 
tended to differ with respect to NWAK, but this was not signifi-
cant (P = 0.056). On each variable, those with acute insomnia 
reported sleeping worse than normal sleepers. No significant 
between group PSG differences were observed for any of the 

standard 5 sleep continuity variables; SL, NWAK, WASO, 
TST, or SE (all at P > 0.05) (Table 2). Further, there were no 
differences in terms of latency to any stage of sleep; N1, N2, 
N3, and REM (all at P > 0.05). Significant differences for sleep 
architecture were observed between normal sleepers and those 
with acute insomnia, with those with acute insomnia showing 
greater percentages of N2 (P < 0.03) and reduced percentages of 
N3 (P < 0.005). There were no differences between the groups 
in terms of percentages of Wake, N1, or REM (all at P > 0.05).

Table 1—Baseline group differences in demographics and self-report measures

Baseline Variable Clusters
Normal Sleepers 

(n = 21)
People with Acute 
Insomnia (n = 33) t

Demographics
Age 34.14 (13.78) 33.06 (12.39) -0.3
Sex 13 Female (61.91%) 23 Female (69.7%) χ2 = 0.35

Sleep Continuity (Diary)
Sleep Latency (min) 14.53 (9.73) 27.43 (15.83) 3.35**
Number of Awakenings 0.89 (0.78) 1.42 (1.05) 1.96
Wake After Sleep Onset (min) 11.12 (14.96) 27.62 (33.16) 2.14*
Total Sleep Time (min) 433.35 (38.82) 377.21 (56.97) -3.79***
% Sleep Efficiency 83.18 (8.42) 74.55 (10.59) -3.15**

Measures of Stress and Mood
Life Event Scale Scores 106.63 (61.57) 174.62 (93.1) 2.96**
Perceived Stress Scores 26.1 (4.25) 29.36 (4.64) 2.61*
HADS: Anxiety 4.62 (3.06) 9.73 (4.3) 4.73***
HADS: Depression 1.38 (2.04) 5.42 (2.93) 4.53***

*Indicates a significant difference between the 2 groups at P < 0.05. **Indicates a significant 
difference between the 2 groups at P < 0.01. ***Indicates a significant difference between the 
2 groups at P < 0.001.

Table 2—Baseline group differences in objective sleep parameters

Baseline Variable Clusters
Normal Sleepers 

(n = 21)
People with Acute 
Insomnia (n = 33) t

PSG Sleep Continuity Parameters
Sleep Latency (min) 8.31 (8.32) 11.61 (14.54) 0.94
Number of Awakenings 4.448 (2.14) 4.3 (2.8) -0.24
Wake After Sleep Onset (min) 30.45 (18.69) 33.09 (28.18) 0.38
Total Sleep Time (min) 402.02 (62.47) 389.49 (50.17) -0.81
% Sleep Efficiency 90.83 (5.09) 88.94 (7.22) -1.05

PSG Sleep Architecture Parameters
Latency to Stage 1 9.64 (11.6) 8.89 (8.12) -0.28
Latency to Stage 2 13.81 (10.21) 13.80 (9.16) -0.01
Latency to Slow Wave Sleep 29.91 (14.06) 31.58 (33.77) 0.22
Latency to REM 92.69 (30.73) 84.03 (33.01) -0.97
Percentage Wake 8.87 (5.11) 9.12 (7.14) 0.14
Percentage Stage 1 11.84 (6.41) 9.93 (6.98) -1.01
Percentage Stage 2 47.57 (7.51) 54.08 (12.01) 2.22*
Percentage Slow Wave Sleep 16.99 (8.82) 9.41 (9.5) -2.94**
Percentage REM 14.7 (2.92) 17.44 (7.07) 1.68

*Indicates a significant difference between the 2 groups at P < 0.05. **Indicates a significant 
difference between the 2 groups at P < 0.01.
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Sub-Group Composition (Normal Sleepers vs. Natural Remitters 
vs. those with Chronic Insomnia)

Of the 33 people with acute insomnia at baseline: 14 (42%) 
met DSM-5 criteria for insomnia at 3 months and reported no 
changes in sleep status over the previous 3 months were classi-
fied as subjects with chronic insomnia; and 19 (58%) no longer 
met the criteria for insomnia, either reporting remission by 
1 month (n = 15) with no new onset by 3 months or remission 
by 3 months (n = 4), and were classified at natural remitters. 
None of the original 21 normal sleepers reported the onset of 
a sleep problem at 1 or 3 months and were still classified as 
normal sleepers.

Differences between Groups (Normal Sleepers vs. Natural 
Remitters vs. those with Chronic Insomnia) on Baseline 
Measures of Stress, Mood, and Sleep

The 3 groups (normal sleeper, natural remitter, and those 
with chronic insomnia), while continuing not to differ with 

respect to Age and Sex (all 
at P > 0.05), differed on 
4 of the 5 baseline self-report 
sleep continuity measures; 
SL (P < 0.003), WASO 
(P < 0.017), TST (P < 0.001), 
and SE (P < 0.005), but not 
NWAK (P = 0.16) where 
the natural remitters and 
chronic insomnia groups 
exhibited greater morbidity 
than normal sleepers but did 
not differ from each other 
(i.e., no differences between 
those with chronic insomnia 
and natural remitters). Simi-
larly, the 3 groups differed 
on all the baseline measures 
of stress and mood, but 
again the natural remitter 
and chronic insomnia groups 
did not differ on these 
measures (see Table 3). The 
3 groups did not differ with 
respect to PSG assessed 
sleep continuity (all at 
P > 0.05). In terms of 
comparisons on sleep archi-
tecture, differences were 
evident within REM latency 
(P < 0.01) and percentage of 
N3 (P < 0.006): The chronic 
insomnia group exhibited 
a reduced REM latency as 
compared to normal sleepers 
(P < 0.05) and natural remit-
ters (P < 0.05) and those with 
chronic insomnia exhibited 
reduced N3 compared to 
normal sleepers (P < 0.05).

Assessment of First-onset Depression (Normal Sleeper vs. 
Natural Remitter vs. those with Chronic Insomnia at Follow Up)

At the 3-month follow-up there was a significant difference 
between the three groups in terms of depression scores from the 
HADS (F2,51 = 8.61, P < 0.001). Post hoc tests revealed no signif-
icant differences between those who had remitted (6.16 ± 3.34) 
and those who remained normal sleepers (3.14 ± 2.92) or those 
who became chronic (7.79 ± 4.06), but a significant differ-
ence between the normal sleepers and those who had devel-
oped chronic insomnia (P < 0.05). Using the cutoff scores for 
a “clinical” case of depression (i.e., HADS scores ≤ 11), 0 of 
the normal sleepers had a case of depression at baseline, 0 at 
1-month, and 1 at the 3-month follow-up. As such there was an 
overall increase of 1 case of depression between baseline and 
3 months in the normal sleeping group. For the natural remit-
ters, at baseline there were 0 cases, 1 case at one month, and still 
one case at the 3-month follow-up; thus there was an overall 
increase of 1 case over the 3-month period. For the subjects 

Table 3—Group differences based on baseline characteristics (sleep parameters, stress and mood)

Baseline Variable Cluster
Normal Sleepers

(n = 21)
Natural Remitters

(n = 19)
People with Chronic

Insomnia (n = 14) F
Demographics

Age 34.14 (13.78) 29.74 (10.99) 37.57 (13.13) 1.58
Sex 13 Female (61.91%) 15 Female (78.95%) 8 Female (57.14%) χ2 = 2.08

Sleep Continuity (Diary)
Sleep Latency (min) 14.53 (9.73)ab 24.68 (14.78)a 31.16 (16.98)b 6.59**
Number of Awakenings 0.89 (0.78) 1.46 (1.14) 1.35 (.94) 1.93
Wake After Sleep Onset (min) 11.12 (14.96)ab 19.64 (17.36)a 38.46 (45.48)b 4.40*
Total Sleep Time (min) 433.35 (38.82)ab 386.29 (50.42)a 364.87 (64.68)b 7.87***
% Sleep Efficiency 83.18 (8.42)ab 76.48 (5.99)a 71.93 (14.62)b 5.92**

Measures of Stress
Life Event Scale Scores 106.63 (61.57)ab 176.26 (94.2)a 172.4 (95.09)b 4.29*
Perceived Stress Scores 26.1 (4.25)ab 29.42 (4.48)a 29.29 (5.01)b 3.34*
HADS: Anxiety 4.62 (3.06)ab 8.58 (4.3)a 11.29 (3.93)b 13.94***
HADS: Depression 1.38 (2.04)ab 4.53 (3.36)a 6.64 (4.43)b 11.59***

PSG Sleep Continuity
Sleep Latency (min) 8.31 (8.32) 12.79 (17.68) 10 (9.1) 0.64
Number of Awakenings 4.45 (2.14) 4.05 (2.84) 4.64 (2.82) 0.24
Wake After Sleep Onset (min) 30.45 (18.69) 34.32 (28.27) 31.43 (29.05) 0.12
Total Sleep Time (min) 402.02 (62.47) 394.18 (51.49) 383.11 (49.48) 0.49
% Sleep Efficiency 90.83 (5.09) 88.78 (8.11) 89.15 (6.1) 0.55

PSG Sleep Architecture
Latency to Stage 1 9.64 (11.6) 8.32 (7.81) 9.68 (8.76)a 0.12
Latency to Stage 2 13.81 (10.21) 7.85 (1.8) 10.77 (2.88)a 0.35
Latency to Slow Wave Sleep 29.91 (14.06) 27.82 (27.05) 36.68 (41.78)a 0.43
Latency to REM 92.69 (30.73)a 97.08 (36.76)b 66.32 (14.98)ab 4.75**
Percentage Wake 8.87 (5.11) 8.9 (7.39) 9.41 (7.06) 0.04
Percentage Stage 1 11.84 (6.41) 8.88 (6.09) 11.35 (8.04) 1.05
Percentage Stage 2 47.57 (7.51) 54.61 (12.81) 53.36 (11.27) 2.47
Percentage Slow Wave Sleep 16.99 (8.82)a 11.55 (10.06) 6.51 (8.13)a 5.68**
Percentage REM 14.7 (2.92) 16.02 (5.95) 19.37 (8.19) 2.84

*Indicates a significant difference between the 3 groups at P < 0.05. **Indicates a significant difference between the 
3 groups at P < 0.01. ***Indicates a significant difference between the 3 groups at P < 0.001. Values sharing the same 
superscripted letters indicate significant post hoc differences.
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with chronic insomnia, there were 0 cases at baseline, 2 cases at 
one month, and 5 cases at follow-up, suggesting an increase of 
5 cases between baseline and 3-month follow-up.

DISCUSSION
The primary aims of this study were to determine whether 

differences existed in terms of life events, perceived stress, 
mood, and sleep, both subjectively and objectively, between 
those with acute insomnia and normal sleepers. Additionally, 
we aimed to determine whether any baseline characteristics 
differentiated those who would remit from insomnia from those 
who would transition to chronic insomnia. The final aim of the 
study was to examine whether those who developed chronic 
insomnia would report more cases of first-onset depression 
compared to those who were normal sleepers or remitted before 
the insomnia became chronic.

The first finding, that individuals with acute insomnia exhib-
ited more life events, greater perceived stress, anxiety, and 
depression than normal sleepers, supports Spielman’s model, in 
that insomnia appears to be precipitated by stress. Importantly, 
where previous research has shown experimentally induced 
stress, prior to sleep onset to demonstrate this relationship,36,47-50 
the present study now documents this association in a natural-
istic way during the acute phase of insomnia. Interestingly it 
also appears that the number of life events experienced, levels 
of perceived stress, and levels of negative mood had no bearing 
on whether an individual would go on to develop chronic 
insomnia or not. As such, it appears that the severity and impact 
of the initial stressor are unlikely to be the main drivers in the 
progression from acute to chronic insomnia.

The finding that there were reliable subjective differences in 
most sleep continuity dimensions (SE, SL, WASO, and TST) 
is unsurprising, as subjective reports of difficulties in initi-
ating or maintaining sleep are central criteria for a diagnosis 
of both acute and chronic insomnia, although an examina-
tion of the means and standard deviations of these variables, 
particularly SL and WASO, shows that, like chronic insomnia, 
acute insomnia is not a homogeneous phenomenon and is 
characterized by extreme between-subject variability in terms 
of overall severity and presenting subtype. Normal sleepers 
and individuals with acute insomnia did not exhibit objective 
sleep continuity differences but did exhibit sleep architecture 
differences. The lack of PSG sleep continuity findings is, to 
some extent, surprising. Given an adaptation night, at least 
small observable differences would be expected between the 
normal sleeper and acute insomnia groups. The absence of such 
findings may be a reflection of within-subject night-to-night 
variability in insomnia severity51-53 and further evidence that 
multiple days or weeks of data are required for stable and reli-
able sleep continuity estimates. Alternatively, it may be that the 
perceptual aspect of insomnia (the inability to perceive sleep as 
sleep) develops in advance of frank sleep initiation and mainte-
nance problems, or there is a sequence of effects that cannot be 
resolved with the present “sampling rate.” Whatever the case, 
the lack of sleep continuity findings further underscores the 
wisdom of the AASM recommendation that PSG is not required 
for a diagnosis of insomnia and allows for the prospect of early 
intervention. That is, one is not required to wait until objective 
findings are present to initiate treatment.

The PSG data revealed two differences between normal 
sleepers and subjects with acute insomnia with respect to sleep 
architecture. Acute insomnia was characterized by “lighter” 
sleep (lower percentages of N3 and higher percentages of 
N2 sleep). These findings are consistent with the perspective 
that the sleep of acute insomnia may be less perceptible as 
sleep, or at least perceived as less restorative.27 Specifically, 
previous studies have shown that individuals with chronic 
insomnia, woken successively during N2 sleep, are more 
likely to perceive the period before awakening as wakefulness 
as opposed to sleep.54,55 Moreover, one study demonstrated 
“abnormal” ERP responses during N2 sleep in individuals with 
chronic insomnia, compared to controls, suggesting that cortical 
arousal protective processes are impaired in this population.56 
Whether the current findings simply reflect two biological 
markers specific to this population or an increased opportunity 
for enhanced information processing during sleep (i.e., a vulner-
ability inherent in acute insomnia as well as chronic insomnia) 
remains to be seen but is worthy of future enquiry. Certainly, 
the fact that those with acute insomnia reported poorer sleep 
on almost all sleep continuity dimensions compared to normal 
sleepers but did not demonstrate any objective differences hints 
towards the latter hypothesis.

Despite the findings regarding stress as a precipitating factor 
for acute but not chronic insomnia is valuable, it may well be 
that the PSG data and follow-up depression data are the most 
suggestive. The two sleep architecture differences (i.e., reduced 
N3 and decreased REM latency in those who become chronic) 
have the potential to provide an insight into the natural history 
of insomnia and its association with depression. Traditionally 
in pure cross-sectional designs, decreased REM latency and 
decreased N3 are not seen in chronic insomnia.57 However, this 
pattern is commonly observed in other psychiatric disorders, 
most notably preceding and during an episode of depression.58-62 
This would suggest, as is commonly held, that reduced N3 and 
decreased REM latency are features of depression (expressed or 
unexpressed). In the present study, it seems unlikely that these 
differences relate to the number of life events experienced, 
levels of perceived stress, mood, or severity of sleep complaint, 
as these factors did not differ between those who remitted and 
those who transitioned to chronic insomnia. Further, given our 
observation that subjects with chronic insomnia disproportion-
ately exhibited first-onset depression (i.e., a 9.26% increase 
compared to 1.85% in normal sleepers and 1.85% in those who 
naturally remitted), this suggests, as one possibility of many, 
that acute insomnia may represent the “initial wound” to future 
depression and this, in combination with an unknown factor, 
results in reduced REM latency and decreased N3 in subjects 
that develop chronic insomnia. Once chronic, both the insomnia 
and the reduced REM latency and N3 represent risk factors 
for first-onset depression. These speculations should however 
be treated with a certain degree of caution as the mean REM 
latency, at baseline, in those who went on to develop chronic 
insomnia (mean of 66 min) was higher than what is generally 
considered in the region for primary depression (50-65 min).63,64 
However, a REM latency of 70 minutes has been shown to 
confer a sensitivity of 82% and specificity of 69% to detect “all-
cause” depression,65 and several studies have demonstrated a 
mean REM latency, similar to the data presented here (i.e., mean 
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REM latencies of 65, 68, and 69 minutes),66-68 in patients with 
primary depression. Finally, to our knowledge REM latency has 
never been examined in first-onset depression, so it is unknown 
whether the observed REM latencies in this population are 
outside the norm. As such, of the many questions that remain 
here are (1) do the two phenomena (reduced N3 and shorter 
REM latencies) represent the same risk or different risks that 
may interact? (2) do the reduced REM latency and N3 observa-
tions represent a trait or state vulnerability? and (3) do reduced 
REM latency and N3 continue to be present as a “scar” and a 
risk factor for depression if the chronic insomnia remits or is 
treated? Certainly, in terms of the first question, qEEG would 
be a useful addition and would also help determine whether 
this reduced REM Latency signifies increased REM pressure 
and/or a weakening of the NREM system.69-71 Moreover, in 
terms of the second question, the assessment of a gene/REM 
latency interaction would add to the existing literature which 
currently leans towards a trait vulnerability for depression, at 
least in terms of reduced REM latency.72-74 Clearly these issues 
await natural history studies that adopt some of the strategies 
deployed here but in substantially larger samples.

Limitations
The findings should be with interpreted with caution. This 

is the first study of its kind in terms of examining objective 
and subjective sleep in naturally occurring acute insomnia and 
examining baseline characteristics with a short temporal resolu-
tion. Moreover, psychiatric illnesses, current status and history, 
were only assessed by self-report, which may have been subject 
to a self-presentation bias. As such, replication and extension 
(e.g., having access to medical and psychiatric records) are vital 
to confirm the validity of the present findings. The results are 
also limited in terms of the nature or type of the insomnia. As 
with most insomnia studies, the sample was not classified in 
terms of presenting type of insomnia (e.g., idiopathic, para-
doxical). Similarly, there were no individuals recruited who 
objectively demonstrated a co-occurring sleep disorder. While 
these findings do strengthen our understanding of “pure” acute 
insomnia and fit with what has been observed in the preva-
lence and incidence of acute insomnia (i.e., a higher prevalence 
and incidence of “pure” cases compared to complex cases),22 
the extent to which these findings are replicable to those with 
complex acute insomnia in unknown.

CONCLUSION
The present study sought, for the first time, to characterize 

stress, sleep, and mood during acute insomnia and to determine 
whether any of the factors present at the onset of insomnia 
differentiated those who would transit to chronic insomnia 
from those who would remit. Further, whether those who devel-
oped chronic insomnia were also more likely to develop first-
onset depression, compared to those who remitted or remained 
normal sleepers. The findings suggest acute insomnia is char-
acterized by stress (the number of life events experienced and 
the perception of stress), poorer mood, and poorer subjective 
sleep. Moreover, acute insomnia appears to be characterized 
by longer periods of lighter sleep. Finally, there is a substan-
tial literature suggesting insomnia is a risk factor for depres-
sion.6-11 The present data tentatively suggest that it is acute 

insomnia that is associated with the vulnerability for first-onset 
depression. Interestingly, the figures of those who developed 
first-onset depression over the acute period were over twice 
the estimated annual incidence,75 reflecting the findings from a 
recent meta-analysis.15
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